HEALTHCARE RADIO PAGING SYSTEMS

Aquarius - One Way Speech Pager with Data Messaging

Most commonly used for Emergency teams
such as cardiac, trauma, major incident etc.
Speech paging calls are initiated from ANY
of the operator’s consoles to any individual
or group of pagers. There is no limit to the
number of groups on a paging system and
no limit to the number of users in any one
group. Any pager can be in up to 10 groups
which would include all the emergency
Paediatrics, Surgical groups and Trauma etc.

The Aquarius pager will also receive data
messages up to 40 characters. These would
normally be simple messages sent from the
telephone e.g. «EXT12345»
If third party integration is used, messages
from the fire alarm or nurse call system call
also be displayed.

Benefits - Why upgrade your system to STANLEY Smart Pager?
 Use the paging system in the same way
 Send group voice messages
 Messages sent from the telephone system.
 Introducing call confirmation responses back to switchboard
 Through using the CONFIRM button on your smartphone
 Full visibility that message alerts have been received and responded to
 No need fro re-paging
 Pager Smartphone functionality
 Individual logins for assignment to clinical groups
 Personal address book
 Pager messaging App
 Contact colleagues by TEXT or CHAT
 Enhanced call logging facilities
 Such as ‘message received’ and ‘message read’ notifications
 Introduce gradual migration of speech & non-speech pagers to 2-way VoIP smart device
 Utilising the hospital’s Wi-Fi and global mobile data networks
 Smartphone intelligence to back up or replace legacy paging systems
 Additional user functionality available
 Task allocation messaging
 Free up valuable clinical staff time to focus on patient care rather than responding to paging alerts

Enhancing communications in healthcare
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